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PRESCRIBING A RICCI TENSOR IN A CONFORMAL
CLASS OF RIEMANNIAN METRICS

XINGWANG XU

(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. We show that two pointwise conformai metrics that have the same

Ricci tensor must be homothetic.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this short note is to prove the following

Theorem. Suppose (M, g) is a compact, oriented Riemannian manifold without

boundary of dimension > 2. If g = e2(p g and Ric(g) = Ric(g), then cp is

constant. In other words, two pointwise conformai metrics that have the same

Ricci tensor must be homothetic.

For the prescribed Ricci tensor equation, D. DeTurck [Dl] proved the local

existence theorem for a nonsingular Ricci candidate R. DeTurck and Koiso

[DK] have shown that for every positive definite tensor R on a compact man-
ifold M without boundary, there is a constant CqÍR) with the property that,

if C > Co, then CR is not the Ricci tensor of any Riemannian metric on M.
Cao [C] recently proved that if a spherically symmetric 2-tensor R is nonsin-

gular on an «-sphere 5" or an «-disk 5|, then there is at most one global

spherically symmetric metric g with Ric(g) = R up to a constant factor. As

we will point out, Cao's result is just a special case of our theorem. The method

we will use is totally different from Cao's, but the arguments are equally simple.

We refer the reader to Cao's introduction for related facts and his important

contribution to the solution of this problem.

2. A LEMMA

Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold. The Ricci tensor Ric(g) is defined

in local coordinates as

11 - dx'      OxJ +   *i    st      "    SJ '
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where
H    = l cisfdSjs     dgsk     dgjk

Jk     2s  ldxk      dxJ      dx*]

are the Christoffel symbols of the metric g.  If g and g are two pointwise
conformally equivalent metrics, then we have

Lemma. If g = g/u2 and Ric(g) = Ric(g), then

(1) Hess(zz) = ^g

and

( IVzzI2   \
(2) (zz - 2) Hess(zz) - ÍAw-(zz- If--Lg)=0.

Proof. By direct computation, we have the following standard formula [A, B,

SY]:

(3) Rij = Rij-in-2)Uessicp)ij + (zz-2)v,<P\7j<p-(Ap + (zz-2)|y(p\2)gij,

where cp = - log zz.

If we define B¿j = Äy - iguRij/n)g and 5 = s'7'/?,-_,• , then, on the one hand,

we have
1   P,lk]Bu = Rij - -el*Rikeij

= Rij-l-[e-2*glkRlk}e2Vglj

= Rij - ^[g'kRlk]gij = Btj.

On the other hand,

Bij = Ru - ^[gijRij]gij

= Rij -in-2) Hess(p),-; + (zz - 2) v» <P V; <P

-ÍA<p + ín-2)\v<P\2)gij

- X-e-2*[S - 2(zz - 1) A cp - in - l)(/z - 2)| V p| V'ft;

= Bu -in-2) Hessi<p)ij + (zz - 2) v/ 9 Vj <P

1\.       .,1
Sij_[(1_^)A,+(„_2)(,_^i)lv,

= Bij -in-2)
1, *

Hess(ç»),; - V/Í» V; Ç» - ~(Aç» - | V <P\)gij

Combining these two, if zz > 3, we have

1 ?
(4) Hess(ç>) -dcp®dcp-ÍAcp - \dcp\z)g = 0.

Since u = e~r ,
Vi" = -e~9 V; 9».

and
Vi V¿ " = -«"" V» Vj(p + e'9 Vi 9VjV,
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therefore,

e9 Hess(zz) = -(Hess(ç>) - dtp ® dtp),

and

e* A u = -ÍAtp - | y <P\2)-

So (4) transforms to

e9Hessiu)--ie9 Au)g = 0.
n

Since e* 9¿ 0, equation (1) follows. (3) can be written as

Rij = Ru -e*   in- 2) Hess(zz)0 - (au -in- V^pA Sij

As a result, (2) follows from Ric(g) = Ric(g).

3. Proof of Theorem

Proof of Theorem. Here we assume zz > 3. For n = 2, see DeTurck's paper

[Dl]. Since R¡j = R¡j and g = e2<f g, from equation (2) we have

/cx „     , , 1     A n - 1 I vMl2        n5 Hesszz )-—^Aug + lv   'g = 0.
zz — 2 zz — 2     u

Therefore, if we use equation (1), equation (5) can be written as

1    a ! a « - 1 | V "I2 r,
-AUgiJ-—ï&uglj+n_2     u    ft,0i

that is,

-»     Azz +-~Ly—- = 0
\n     n-2 ) zz - 2     u

or

2
(6) —«Aw + («- l)|Vzz|2 = 0.

n

If we integrate equation (6) over M and use integration by parts, we have

nin- l) + 2
/ I V "I2 = o.

JMIM

Since n > 3, «(« -1)12/0. So u is a constant, and therefore cp is a

constant. The proof is complete.

4. Corollaries and comments

Corollary 1. Suppose R is a spherically symmetric 2-tensor on an n-sphere 5"

or an n-disk B$ . Then there is at most one global spherically symmetric metric

g with Ric(#) = R up to a scalar factor.

Proof. By Lemma 1.1 of Cao [C], any smooth spherically symmetric metric g
is globally conformally flat on a ball B¿ ; therefore, any two smooth spherically

symmetric metrics g and g must be pointwise conformally equivalent. For

a sphere 5", the conclusion follows directly from our theorem. For a disk

B% , since u only depends on the distance r, we can assume that the metric

g has the form ds2 = dr2 + r2d82, where ¿if?2  is the standard metric on
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S"~x . By direct computation, we have Au = urr + (zz - l)ur/r and Hess(zz) =

urrdr2 + Urir2dd2)/r. Equation (1) tells us that Azz = nurr and Au/n = ur/r,

hence, rurr = ur . Using equation (6), we get

ur[in - l)ur - 2u/r] = 0.

Differentiate this equation with respect to r to get

urr[in - l)zzr - 2zz/r] + «r[(zz - l)Urr - 2ur/r + 2u/r2] = 0.

Use rurr = ur to simplify the above equation and obtain

«2[2(zz - 2)/r] = 0.

Now it is clear that u must be a positive constant.

Remark 1. DeTurck asked the following question:

Question. Given a spherically symmetric 2-tensor R defined on a ball or a

sphere, can a spherically symmetric metric g be found so that R is the Ricci
curvature tensor of g, i.e., does the Ricci system Ric(g) = R have a global

spherically symmetric solution g ? Moreover, is the solution g unique if there

is any?

J. Cao proved the uniqueness under the assumption that R is nonsingular.

We completely prove the uniqueness.

Now let ÍM, g) be a Riemannian manifold, and let G2ÍM) denote the

Grassmann bundle of 2-plane sections of TM and n: G2ÍM) —► M the canon-

ical projection. The sectional curvature k isa real-valued funtion on G%ÍM).

Let the dimension of M be > 3 . We say a point p c M is isotropic if k\K-\ip)

is a constant; otherwise, we call p nonisotropic.

Corollary 2. Suppose (Af, g) is an n-dimensional compact Riemannian mani-

fold. Let f : M —► M be a diffeomorphism that preserves sectional curvature. If

n > 3 and the set of nonisotropic points is dense in M, then f is an isometry.

Proof. By Theorem 1 of Kulkarni [Ku], we know that the assumption on /

implies / is a conformai diffeomorphism on the closure of the set of non-

isotropic points, and by Proposition 3.1 in Kulkarni [Ku], we know that /

preserves the Ricci tensor; therefore, / is a homothety on the closure of the set

of non-isotropic points, i.e., / is a global homothety. Since / preserves the

curvature, / must be an isometry [K, p. 325].

Remark 2. If zz = 3 , Kulkarni [Ku] proved the same result under the assump-

tion that the sectional curvature of M is everywhere negative. We drop this

extra condition. See Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 [Ku].

Remark 3. If we relax the condition of staying in a given conformai class, then

our conclusion will no longer be valid, because for Ricci flat manifolds, R = 0 is

a possible Ricci tensor and the solutions of the prescribed Ricci tensor equation

form an infinite-dimensional manifold. In fact, for any diffeomorphism / of

M, if g is a solution, then f*g is a solution, since Ric(/*g) = /* Ric(g) = 0.
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